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Abstract

We propose here a displacement-based updated Lagrangian fluid model de-
veloped to facilitate a monolithic coupling with a wide range of struc-
tural elements described in terms of displacements. The novelty of
the model consists in the use of the explicit streamline integration for pre-
dicting the end-of-step configuration of the fluid domain. It is shown that
this prediction considerably alleviates the time step size restrictions faced
by the former Lagrangian models due to the possibility of an element in-
version within one time step. The method is validated and compared with
conventional approaches using three numerical examples. Time step size
and corresponding Courant numbers leading to optimal behavior in terms of
computational efficiency are identified.

Keywords: incompressible flows, Navier-Stokes, fluid-structure interaction,
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1. Introduction1

Fluid models based on Lagrangian descriptions of motion have proven2

to be advantageous for treating free-surface flows and problems that involve3

large motion of interfaces, such as fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problems.4

Since in Lagrangian approaches the computational mesh follows the fluid5
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movement, tracking the moving boundaries does not require any additional6

techniques being an intrinsic feature of the model. Lagrangian fluid and7

fluid-structure interaction models have been developed both in the Finite8

Element Method (FEM) [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7] and the Smooth Particle9

Hydrodynamics (SPH) contexts [8], [9], [10], [11].10

The main drawback of the Lagrangian fluid models based on finite ele-11

ments consists in the danger of mesh degradation when severe domain defor-12

mations are faced. It is usually alleviated by performing re-meshing at every13

time step of the transient problem. This considerably improves the mesh14

quality and diminishes the amount of highly distorted elements. However,15

even if re-meshing is performed, it is impossible to ensure that within one16

time step no element becomes inverted [12]. Element inversion results in a17

negative Jacobian of the corresponding element. This leads to divergence18

of the non-linear iterative procedure and, consequently, to the failure of the19

simulation.20

Using variable time steps may serve as a remedy to the element inversion.21

The critical time step is defined as the one leading to element degradation22

(zero Jacobian). It can be estimated for each mesh element based upon23

the historical velocity value vn, considering that the movement of each of24

its nodes can be approximated as vn∆t, where ∆t is the time step. The25

smallest value of the estimated critical time is thus identified. The safe time26

step to be used in the simulation is usually taken as 0.5 tcrit. Thus, the27

danger of element inversion is alleviated. Such implementation has shown28

to be an acceptable remedy and is used in practice [13, 14, 3]. Nevertheless,29

safe time step sizes might become excessively small and result in extensive30

computational times.31

Recently, a conceptually different methodology aiming at working with32

large time steps has been proposed in [15, 16, 17] 1. The idea consists in33

obtaining the position of the mesh at the new time step using the explicit34

streamline integration of the nodal positions. Once the mesh position at the35

current step is obtained, the Navier-Stokes equations are solved obtaining36

velocity and pressure without further moving the computational mesh. This37

method can be viewed as a decoupling of the convection step from the rest of38

the solution of governing equations. The technique has proven to be highly39

efficient (as the explicit step does not involve the Jacobian computation) and40

1it has been developed both for Lagrangian and Eulerian formulations
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even allowed for nearly real-time computations.41

Despite its obvious advantage the actual implementation of the above-42

described technique done in [15, 16, 17] suffers from one drawback. The end-43

of-step position of the nodes is approximated explicitly and is never corrected.44

Ideally, after solving the Navier-Stokes equations for the primary variables45

(typically, the velocity and the pressure), one must correct the position of46

the mesh and iterate between the mesh position update and Navier-Stokes47

solution until convergence is achieved.48

In this paper we propose a technique that ensures that the mesh position49

at the end of each time step respects the Navier-Stokes equations and no50

approximation in the mesh position is introduced. The idea consists in using51

the displacement instead of velocity as the primary kinematic variable of the52

model. This ensures that the solution of Navier-Stokes equations automati-53

cally provides the corrected mesh position. Thus no approximation error is54

introduced neither in the mesh position nor in the evaluation of the discrete55

operators dependent on the mesh configuration. Noting that a displacement-56

based fluid can be naturally coupled to a wide range of structural models57

(as the majority of structures are described in terms of displacements), we58

extend the approach to the field of FSI. Sharing the same kinematic vari-59

able in sub-domains of a multi-physics problems facilitates implementation60

of the solvers that simultaneously advance in time the fluid and the structure,61

known as monolithic solvers.62

Note that the monolithic FSI models can be defined using kinematic de-63

scriptions different than the one used in this paper. These include the ones64

using Arbitrary Lagrangian/Eulerian for both domains (e.g. [18],[19]), Eu-65

lerian fluids with Lagrangian structures (e.g. [20]) and ALE fluids with66

Lagrangian structures (e.g.[21], [22]). ALE methods are generally restricted67

to moderate mesh deformations, while those that employ Eulerian (fixed-68

grid) fluid formulations require additional techniques for boundary track-69

ing. Moreover, the fluid-structure contact, naturally accounted for in the70

mesh-matching interfaces of fully Lagrangian approaches, must be explicitly71

modeled in other approaches. While being advantageous for many problems,72

these above-mentioned non-Lagrangian frameworks lie outside the scope of73

the present paper as here we strive to define a new step in the development74

of purely Lagrangian monolithic solvers. A comprehensive review of existing75

FSI methods can be found in [23], [24].76

The paper is organized as follows. We first introduce the governing equa-77

tions for the fluid. The equations are discretized in space and time. Next the78
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explicit streamline integration scheme for approximating new domain config-79

uration is specified. Then the algorithm based upon this prediction and the80

subsequent solution of the displacement-based fluid equations is presented.81

Following that we address the use of the proposed methodology in FSI sim-82

ulations. A monolithic fluid-structure interaction algorithm is outlined. The83

paper concludes with three examples. In the first one the proposed fluid84

model is validated by comparing the simulation results with the analytic85

solution. In the second and third examples FSI problems are solved. The86

method is tested for a wide range of time steps and is compared to the pre-87

viously proposed schemes. Convergence characteristics are addressed and88

feasible simulation settings are identified.89

2. Numerical model90

2.1. Governing equations for the fluid at continuum level91

Let us consider a fluid domain Ω with a fixed boundary Γd and a free92

surface Γn (see Fig. 1). We shall consider viscous incompressible Newtonian93

fluids being the most common one in the majority of engineering applica-94

tions. The governing system consists of momentum and mass conservation95

and corresponds to the Navier-Stokes equations. Since we strive to de-96

velop a fluid model that facilitates coupling with multiple struc-97

tural elements (typically described in terms of displacements), dis-98

placement rather than velocity is chosen as the kinematic variable.99

Using the displacement d as the primary variable the momentum equations100

can be written in vector form as:101

ρ
D2d

Dt2
− µ∆

(
Dd

Dt

)
+∇p = f (1)

where d = [dx, dy]
T (in 2D), p is the pressure, t is time, f is the body force,102

ρ is the density and µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid and ∆ is the103

Laplacian operator. D stands for the material derivative.104

Mass conservation equation used here corresponds to a commonly used105

quasi-incompressible approximation. The advantages of using the quasi-106

incompressible rather than fully incompressible fluid formulation for the im-107

plementation of tightly coupled FSI solvers have been numerously demon-108

strated [25], [10], [7], [26], [3], [1],[6].109
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The quasi-incompressibile assumption allows us to directly relate the the110

time rate of change in pressure to volumetric strain rate as:111

∂p

∂t
= −κ∇ · Dd

Dt
(2)

where κ is the bulk modulus of the fluid.112

The governing equations are completed with the boundary conditions
(b.c.). At fixed walls Γd, the homogeneous Dirichlet b.c. is prescribed:

d = 0 at Γd (3)

At the free surface Γn (see dashed line in Fig. 1) the following Neumann113

b.c. is used :114

σ · n = 0 at Γn (4)

where σ is the stress tensor.115

Figure 1: Fluid domain Ω.

2.2. Finite element formulation116

Equal order linear interpolations for the displacement and the pressure117

over 3-noded triangles (2D) are used here for the spatial discretization of the118
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governing equations Eqs. (1), (2), i.e.:119

d(x) =
3∑
I=1

d̄INI(x) = NT


d1x

d1y

d2x

d2y

d3x

d3y

 (5)

p(x) =
3∑
I=1

p̄INI(x) = NT
p

p1

p2

p3

 (6)

where120

N =

(
N1 0 N2 0 N3 0
0 N1 0 N2 0 N3

)T
(7)

Np =
(
N1 N2 N3

)T
(8)

NI are the standard linear FE shape functions, over-bar distinguishes the121

vectors of nodal quantities and I stands for the nodal index.122

In the subsequent derivation we use a Backward Euler time integra-123

tion scheme for the sake of simplicity2. The corresponding time approxima-124

tions considering Lagrangian frameworkare125

d̄n+1 = v̄n+1∆t (9)

v̄n+1 = v̄n + ān+1∆t (10)

and, thus126

Dd̄

Dt
= v̄n+1 =

d̄n+1

∆t
(11)

D2d̄

Dt2
= ān+1 =

d̄n+1

∆t2
− v̄n

∆t
(12)

where v̄ and ā are the velocity and the acceleration vectors, respectively.127

2All the arguments presented in the paper hold for any implicit time integration scheme.
In the implementation carried out in this work the second order accurate Newmark-Bossak
scheme is used.
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Given d̄n and p̄n at tn, the discrete problem consists in finding d̄n+1 and128

p̄n+1 at tn+1 as the solution of129

r̄m = 0 (13)

r̄c = 0 (14)

where r̄m and r̄c are the residua of the momentum and continuity equations,
defined as:

r̄m = Fn+1 − ρM
(

d̄n+1

∆t2
− v̄n

∆t

)
+ µL

d̄n+1

∆t
−Gp̄n+1 (15)

r̄c = κDd̄n+1 −Mp

(
p̄n+1 − p̄n

)
(16)

where M, L, G and D are mass, Laplacian, gradient and divergence matrices,130

respectively. The pressure mass matrix is distinguished by the ”p”131

subscript. v̄ and p̄ are the nodal velocity and the nodal pressure vectors,132

respectively and F̄ is the body force vector. In the Lagrangian framework133

the material derivative coincides with the local derivative and, thus, the134

convective term vanishes from the governing equations.135

The matrices and vectors are assembled from the elemental contributions136

defined as137

M =
∑
elem

∫
Ωe

NNTdΩ (17) L =
∑
elem

∫
Ωe

∇N∇NTdΩ (18)138

G = −
∑
elem

∫
Ωe

∇NNpdΩ (19) F̄ =
∑
elem

ρ

∫
Ωe

NgdΩ (20)139

Mp =
∑
elem

∫
Ωe

NpN
T
p dΩ (21) D = −GT (22)140

Note that the discrete operators given by Eqs. (17)-(22) correspond to141

the current configuration, i.e. Ωe = Ωe(tn+1) = Ωi
n+1 where n and i are142

the time step and non-linear iteration indices, respectively. This143

domain configuration is defined by the nodal positions x̄(tn+1). Thus, the144

governing equations system (Eqs. 15, 16 ) is non-linear and must be solved145

iteratively. The discrete operators must be updated at every non-linear iter-146

ation according to the newly obtained mesh position (x̄i+1
n+1 = x̄in+1 + δd̄).147
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Since we aim at developing a monolithic FSI solver, the fluid148

model should have the same degrees of freedom as the structural149

one. Thus we inject the approximation for the pressure increment to be150

used in the linearization of the momentum equation (Eq. 15) resulting151

in an equations system that is to be solved exclusively for nodal152

displacements. From Eq. (2) we can obtain [14]:153

δp̄ =
∑
elem

∫ tn+1

tn

(∫
Ωe

CKBd̄(t)dΩe

)
dt ≈

[∑
elem

∫
Ωe

CKBdΩe

]
d̄n+1 (23)

where δp̄ = p̄n+1− p̄n. The strain matrix B and the volumetric constitutive154

matrix CK are defined (in 2D) as155

B =

∂N1

∂x
0 ∂N2

∂x
0 ∂N3

∂x
0

0 ∂N1

∂y
0 ∂N2

∂y
0 ∂N3

∂y
∂N1

∂y
∂N1

∂x
∂N2

∂y
∂N2

∂x
∂N3

∂y
∂N3

∂x


(24)

CK =

κ κ 0
κ κ 0
0 0 0

 (25)156

157

158

Making use of Eq. 23, the resulting approximation of the pressure gradi-159

ent in Eq. (19) is:160

Gp̄n+1 = G (p̄n + δp̄) ≈ Gp̄n +

[∑
elem

∫
Ωe

BTCKBdΩe

]
d̄n+1 (26)

Hence, the linearization of the pressure gradient with respect to displace-161

ment can be expressed as:162

∂Gp̄

∂d̄
≈
∑
elem

∫
Ωe

BTCKBdΩe (27)

and the tangent matrix of the momentum equation reads163

H =
∂r̄m
∂d̄

=
M

∆t2
+
µL

∆t
+
∑
elem

∫
Ωe

BTCKBdΩe (28)
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1. Solve Hδd̄ = r̄m(d̄
i
n+1, p̄

i
n+1)

for δd̄, where δd̄ = d̄
i+1
n+1 − d̄

i
n+1

2. Update the nodal positions x̄i+1
n+1 = x̄in+1 + δd̄

3. Update the nodal pressure as Mpp̄n+1 = Mpp̄n + κDd̄n+1

4. Go to 1 until convergence in δd̄

Table 1: Implicit solution of the governing equations system: iterative procedure.

The iterative procedure applied to the solution of the governing equations164

(Eqs. 15, 16 ) can be summarized as follows:165

Note that for large values of bulk modulus, pressure instabil-166

ity may manifest. In order to stabilize pressure, pressure update167

equation (Eq. 16) is modified in the present implementation as:168

r̄c = κDd̄n+1 −
(
Ml

pp̄n+1 −Mc
pp̄n
)
. The historical and the present169

pressure values are thus multiplied by consistent and lumped mass170

matrices, respectively. This technique is similar to the pressure sta-171

bilization method proposed by P. Bochev [27]. It is explained in de-172

tail in the context of quasi-incompressible formulations in [3], [12].173

Thus, Step 3 in the algorithm above reads: Ml
pp̄n+1 = Mc

pp̄n+κDd̄n+1174

Element inversion175

When solving the equations summarized in Table 1, a problem arises when176

the displacements d̄
i+1
n+1 become such that it leads to an element inversion.177

This typically happens already at the first iteration (d̄
1
n+1) whenever the time178

step size is large.179

This critical case implies that the area of an element becomes zero due to180

the movement of its nodes defined by d̄
i+1
n+1. Noting that the determinant of181

an elemental Jacobian is equal to twice the elemental area (detJ = 2Ael for182

triangular elements), one can relate the element degradation to having a183

zero Jacobian and thus compute the critical time step. Thus, the degradation184

condition then reads185

Ael =
1

2
detJ =

1

2
det

(
∂x̄n+1

∂x̄n

)
= 0 (29)

Knowing the position and the velocity of the nodes of an element at186

time step tn one can estimate the position of these nodes at time step tn+1.187
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Assuming a first order prediction, that is: x̄n+1 ≈ x̄n + v̄n∆t and expanding188

Eq. (29) we arrive at189

detJ = det

(
∂x̄n+1

∂x̄n

)
= det

(
∂x̄n
∂x̄n

+ ∆t
∂v̄n
∂x̄n

)
= det

(
I + ∆t

∂v̄n
∂x̄n

)
(30)

where I is the identity matrix. To find the critical time step, one must190

solve the equation: det

(
I + ∆tcrit

∂v̄n
∂x̄n

)
= 0 for ∆tcrit.191

One can show that the critical time step determined by above equation192

is related to the elemental Courant number:193

det

(
I + ∆tcrit

∂v̄n
∂xn

)
= det

[(
1 0
0 1

)
+ ∆tcrit

(
v̄Ix

∂NI

∂x
v̄Ix

∂NI

∂y

v̄Iy
∂NI

∂x
v̄Iy

∂NI

∂y

)]
=

det

[(
1 + ∆tcritv̄Ix

∂NI

∂x
∆tcritv̄Ix

∂NI

∂y

∆tcritv̄Iy
∂NI

∂x
1 + ∆tcritv̄Iy

∂NI

∂y

)]
=(

1 + ∆tcritv̄Ix
∂NI

∂x

)(
1 + ∆tcritv̄Jy

∂NJ

∂y

)
−(

∆tcritv̄Ix
∂NI

∂y

)(
∆tcritv̄Jy

∂NJ

∂x

)
=

1 + ∆tcritv̄Iy
∂NI

∂y
+ ∆tcritv̄Ix

∂NI

∂x
+

∆t2crit

(
v̄Ix

∂NI

∂x
v̄Jy

∂NJ

∂y
− v̄Ix

∂NI

∂y
v̄Jy

∂NJ

∂x

)
=

1 + ∆tcritv̄Ix
∂NI

∂x
+ ∆tcritv̄Iy

∂NI

∂y
+O(t2) (31)

where I and J are the nodal indices. Note that Einstein’s summation194

convention is used.195

Thus, neglecting the second order terms, the critical time step can196

be determined as:197

∆tcrit

(
v̄Iy

∂NI

∂y
+ v̄Ix

∂NI

∂x

)
= −1 (32)

Noting that the Courant number C can be computed as198

C = ∆t

∣∣∣∣v̄Iy ∂NI

∂y
+ v̄Ix

∂NI

∂x

∣∣∣∣ (33)
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one concludes that the element degradation (zero Jacobian) corresponds to199

C = 1, meaning that a node can bypass the entire element within one time200

step.201

Experience shows that the danger of inversion is highest for the elements202

encountered in the vicinity of the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary. This203

is illustrated in Fig. 2. An element with a bottom node belonging to the204

fixed boundary and two free nodes is displayed. Let us consider that for205

the given time step size the upper node has a displacement d̄3 much larger206

than that of the middle node d̄2. Thus within one time step the middle node207

”snaps through”, the element becomes inverted and the solution diverges. As208

already mentioned, this can be avoided in the standard Lagrangian schemes209

only by reducing the time step size, leading to lengthy computational times.210

Figure 2: Element inversion.

In order to alleviate this problem we propose to predict the current con-211

figuration of the domain Ωp
n+1 (defined by the nodal positions x̄pn+1 and the212

corresponding connectivities, where super-index p stands for ”prediction”)213

by using an explicit time integration of the nodal position prior to beginning214

of the implicit solution (Table 1). This is explained next.215

2.3. The eXplicit Integration following the Velocity Streamlines (X-IVS) for216

predicting the domain configuration Ωp
n+1217

By definition, a streamline is a curve that is instantaneously tangent to218

the velocity vector of the flow. The streamlines show the direction in which219

a massless fluid element will travel at any point in time. If one considers220

the streamline passing through a given node of the Lagrangian mesh, the221

streamline predicts where this node will move.222
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The idea of the X-IVS method proposed in [15] is to use the the velocity223

streamlines obtained at time step tn to approximate the position of a particle224

(coinciding in our case with a node of the computational mesh) at tn+1 using225

the following expression:226

x̄pn+1 = x̄n +

∫ tn+1

tn

vn (xτ ) dτ. (34)

where xτ is the function describing the movement of the particle from its227

position at tn to that at tn+1 (τ : tn < τ < tn+1).228

Once the field vn is discretized using piece-wise linear functions supported229

by the mesh (vn =
∑3

I=1 v̄INI, where I is the nodal index of the230

element where the particle is located) at t = tn Eq. 34 can be written231

as232

x̄pn+1 = x̄n +

[∫ tn+1

tn

N (xτ ) dt

]
v̄n. (35)

Eq. (35) is linear and explicit in time. Only the information at time step233

tn is used. This may be integrated analytically or numerically using any stan-234

dard time integration schemes of high accuracy like explicit Runge-Kutta, or235

alternatively a sub-stepping technique. In this work the sub-stepping method236

is implemented. This is not an expensive operation taking into account that237

computations are explicit and then each particle may be evaluated separately238

from each other using a parallel computer.239

Let us consider a mesh discretizing the domain of interest at tn (see Fig.240

3). At the beginning of the new time step tn+1 the historical velocity at the241

mesh nodes is known v̄n. Let us consider a particle (marked by a red dot in242

Fig. 3) that at tn coincides with a mesh node. The movement of this particle243

can be tracked by dividing the time step ∆t = tn+1 − tn into a series of244

sub-steps (δt = ∆t
m

, where m is the number of sub-steps) and evaluating Eq.245

35 incrementally as (see Fig. 3 where X-IVS integration using 6 sub-steps is246

schematically shown):247

x̄pn+1 = x̄n +
m∑
i=1

v̄n

(
xn+ i

m

)
δt. (36)

Note that for each sub-step one must identify the element where the node248

is located and use the corresponding shape functions and velocity values in249

Eq. 36.250
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Once all the sub-steps are completed, the prediction of the final position251

x̄pn+1 of the particle is obtained (see Fig 3). The segments connecting the252

intermediate positions of the particle at each sub-step δt define an approxi-253

mation of the streamline originating from the selected node.254

Note that the particles can move across several elements and through the255

free surface during a time step. If a particle crosses the free surface, then it256

leaves the streamline and follows a trajectory defined by the acting forces,257

being the simplest one the parabolic motion (due to gravity force only) or258

coupled with a water droplet drag model. An extended description of this259

technique may be consulted in [17].260

Once X-IVS integration is applied to all the mesh nodes, an approxima-261

tion for the new configuration Ωp
n+1 is obtained by creating a mesh connecting262

these nodes. The generation of the FE mesh is done using a Delaunay trian-263

gulation/tessellation [28]. For more details on the mesh generation applied264

in Lagrangian fluid formulations the reader is referred to [29] or [30].265

The configuration Ωp
n+1 provides the first approximation that can be used266

then to solve the governing equations (Eqs. 13, 14) implicitly according to the267

algorithm presented Table 1. The implicit solution yields only the correction268

δd̄ for the position of the nodes, rather than d̄n+1 (as it would be in case of269

using a standard scheme, i.e. without X-IVS prediction).270

Thus, if X-IVS approximation of the new domain configuration is accu-271

rate, theoretically, one can work with arbitrarily large time steps without272

the danger of element inversion since X-IVS step convects the nodes with273

no connectivities and only then the mesh is created. Solving the governing274

equations implicitly ensures that the mesh configuration is corrected itera-275

tively until reaching the true end-of-step position satisfying the governing276

equations. This feature is a strong advantage of the present approach over277

the previously proposed X-IVS-based Lagrangian models [17], [31] where the278

nodal positions predicted by X-IVS were not corrected. Moreover, using279

the displacement rather than velocity as the primary variable for the fluid280

domain facilitates the monolithic coupling with a large number of structural281

elements typically described in terms of displacements, such as 2D and 3D282

solids, membranes, rotation-free shells or trusses. In the following,283

the algorithm combining the proposed fluid model with displacement-based284

solid models is outlined.285
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Figure 3: X-IVS streamline integration considering 5 sub-steps.

2.4. Fluid-structure interaction (FSI)286

The presented approach can be easily incorporated into the FSI mono-287

lithic schemes presented in our previous works [3], [1], [13], [32], [7].288

Let us consider a generic structural element. It can be a solid (2D or289

3D), membrane, rotation-free shell ([33]) or any other FE structure. The290

only prerequisite is that the primary variable of the structural element must291

be the displacement. Note, that the time integration scheme chosen for the292

solid must be coincident with the one used for the fluid in order to define a293

monolithic scheme.294

The discrete momentum equations for a solid in the absence of damping,295

using backward Euler time integration scheme can be written as296

Mān+1 + Kd̄n+1 = Fn+1 (37)

where K is the stiffness matrix (the rest of matrices and vectors follow pre-297

viously introduced definitions).298

For applying a non-linear iteration procedure we define the dynamic resid-299

ual and tangent stiffness300

r̄s = F−Māin+1 −Kd̄
i
n+1 (38)

301

Hs =
∂r̄s
∂d̄

(39)

where subscript s stands for “structure”. The tangent matrix and the residual302

corresponding to the fluid domain (given by Eq. 15. and Eq. 28, respectively)303

will be distinguished by subscript f .304

The linearized monolithic FSI equations system is obtained by a stan-305

dard FE assembly procedure, i.e. looping over all the elements (fluid and306
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structure). Structural elements contribute r̄s and Hs whereas fluid elements307

contribute r̄f and Hf to the unique FSI dynamic residual and tangent stiff-308

ness r̄FSI and HFSI , respectively. Nodes shared by the fluid and the solid309

contain the sum of the respective fluid and solid contributions.310

The implementation procedure of the model for FSI problems is summa-311

rized in Table 2.312

1. Find the approximation for the position of the mesh at time tn+1 as:

• Use the X-IVS integration (Eq. 35) in the fluid domain. Result:
d̄
p
n+1, xpn+1.

• Use a Forward Euler approximation for the nodal positions in the
solid domain.

2. Re-mesh the fluid domain

3. Using d̄
p
n+1 compute the prediction for the fluid pressure p̄pn+1 (see step

2 in Table 1).

4. Start the non-linear loop (until convergence in δd̄)

• Construct the monolithic FSI momentum equation using resid-
ual and tangent matrices defined by: Eqs. 38, 39 (for structural
elements) and Eqs. 15, 28 (for fluid elements)

• Solve the FSI momentum equation for δd̄. Compute: d̄
i+1
n+1, x̄i+1

n+1

• Move mesh according to x̄i+1
n+1

• Update fluid pressure. Result: p̄i+1
n+1

5. Go to the next time step

Table 2: Implementation procedure of the displacement-based FSI formulation with ex-
plicit streamline integration prediction.

3. Examples313

The examples chosen validate the model and compare it with the former314

approaches. Particular attention is paid to the choice of the time step size.315

The method is applied to both fluid and fluid-structure interaction problems.316
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The model was implemented within KRATOS Multi-Physics code, a C++317

object oriented FE framework developed at CIMNE [34]. The convergence318

criteria for the non-linear iterations were set as: δd̄n+1 ≤ 10−9 (absolute319

tolerance) and δd̄n+1

d̄n+1
≤ 10−6. Conjugate Gradient (CG) linear solver was320

used to solve the linearized equations at each non-linear iterations. The CG321

tolerance was set to 10−9.322

3.1. Flow between two parallel plates323

To validate the method a simple example dealing with a steady laminar324

flow between two parallel plates is chosen. For this test the analytic solution325

is known. The problem settings are taken from [6]. The test is sketched in326

Fig. 4. The fluid is moving in the horizontal direction parallel to the plates327

that have length L=10 m and are separated by the distance D=1 m. The fluid328

properties are: density ρ = 1000 kg/m3, dynamic viscosity µ = 104 Pa · s.329

The bulk modulus used for modeling the nearly incompressible behavior of330

the fluid was set to κ = 107 Pa 3. A uniform pressure of 160000 Pa is applied331

at the inlet nodes as a force term equal to the pressure multiplied332

by the normal to the inlet at a given node. The analytic solution for333

the distribution of the horizontal velocity component in the vertical direction334

(along the y coordinate) is given by335

u =
1

2µ

∂p

∂x

(
y2 − D2

4

)
(40)

The pressure gradient ∂p
∂x

= P
L

= 16000 Pa/m.336

The problem is discretized with an unstructured and nearly uniform mesh337

of size h = 0.05 m. Total simulation time is set to 1 s.338

Fig. 5 shows the velocity along the cross-section at x=5 m. Result of the339

numerical simulation carried out using time step Dt = 0.001 s is compared340

3Note that for approximating the incompressible behavior the bulk mod-
ulus of the fluid κ = 107 Pa was used (if not mentioned otherwise), which is
two orders of magnitude smaller than the physical value. Chosen value is suf-
ficiently large for obtaining negligible variation of volume, but, on the other
hand, small enough so as to prevent poor system conditioning. This typically
manifests when using physical value of bulk modulus and large time steps due
to the domination of the ill-conditioned term in the tangent matrix over the
well-conditioned mass matrix scaled with a square inverse of the time step (see
Eq. 28).
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Figure 4: The model of viscous flow between two parallel plates

with the analytic solution given by Eq. 40 in Fig. 5(a). One can see that341

the solutions are practically coincident. Comparison of the results obtained342

using larger time steps is plotted in 5(b). One can see that only for Dt = 0.3343

s some discrepancy with the reference solution can be distinguished.344

(a) Comparison with the analytic solution (b) Results obtained for different time step
sizes

Figure 5: Velocity profile along the vertical coordinate at x=5 m.

Fig. 7 displays the error in horizontal velocity for different time step345

sizes. The error was computed as an integral of the difference between the346

numerical and the analytic solution for the horizontal velocity at t=1 s along347

the vertical cut at x=0.5. One can see that second order of convergence is348

obtained.349

Note that as reported in [6], where the problem is solved with a similar350

Lagrangian methodology, but without the explicit streamline integration pre-351

diction, the time step size used was Dt = 0.001 s. The technique presented352

here, but without X-IVS prediction could converge up to Dt = 0.01 s.353
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Figure 6: Horizontal velocity evolution at the middle of the inlet

This appears surprising at the first glance, as the steady state the max-354

imum velocity is of order u ≈ 0.2 m/s, meaning that a critical time step355

(corresponding to C ≈ 1) must be Dtcrit = 0.25 s. However in the transient356

stage of the simulation large velocity develops in the vicinity of the inlet357

(u ≈ 2 m/s, see Fig. 6), which provides the upper bound of Dt ≤ 0.025358

s in the transient stage for the standard Lagrangian formulation. One can359

appreciate that in the method equipped with the X-IVS prediction one could360

accommodate the time step up to Dt = 0.3 s, which is 10 times larger than361

the theoretical critical size for the standard method, and 30 times larger than362

the actual time step size the standard method can accommodate.363

The number of non-linear iterations necessary for reaching the conver-364

gence for different time step sizes is summarized in Table 3. We also provide365

the data obtained by using the standard method (i.e., without X-IVS predic-366

tion). One can see that for small time steps both the method proposed here367

and the standard one show nearly equivalent convergence characteristics. For368

a large time step size the standard method diverges due to the element in-369

version. The proposed method provides convergent results up to Dt = 0.3 s.370

However, for such time step the number of iterations per time step becomes371

excessive. Best results in terms of convergence speed were observed for 0.1 s372

≤ Dt ≤ 0.2 s.373
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Figure 7: Error in the horizontal velocity along the cross-section at x = 5 m vs. time step
size (logarithmic scale)

Data Present method Standard method
Dt N-l it.tot N-l it./time step N-l it.tot N-l it./time step

0.001 1002 1 1003 1
0.01 140 1.4 154 1.5
0.1 81 8 - -
0.2 83 16 - -
0.3 105 35 - -

Table 3: Example 3.1. Convergence characteristics of displacement-based formulations
with and without X-IVS prediction for different time step sizes
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Figure 8: Streamlines during the transient stage and at steady state.

Fig. 8 shows the streamlines in the fluid domain during the transient374

stage (t = 0.05 s) and at steady-state. One can see that at the steady-state375

the streamlines are nearly parallel to the walls.376

3.2. Sloshing in an elastic container377

This example analyzes the fluid sloshing in an elastic container. The bulk378

modulus and the density of the fluid are κ = 107 Pa and ρf = 1000 kg/m3,379

the dynamic viscosity µ = 10−2 Pa · s. As shown in Fig. 9 the width L and380

the height H of the internal part of the tank are 1.4 m and 2.6 m, respectively.381

The thickness of the tank walls t is 0.5 m. The properties of the solid are:382

Young’s modulus E = 106 Pa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.1, density ρs = 2500383

kg/m3. The test is adapted from [6] with modifications of the constitutive384

model (here linear elastic law is used, while elasto-plastic model is applied in385

the mentioned work). The walls are fixed in the left and right lower corners386

as indicated by a the solid diagonal line in Fig. 9.387

The problem is discretized by a uniform unstructured computational mesh388

with element size h = 0.035 m, leading to ca. 5600 nodes and 10000 trian-389

gular elements. The simulation was performed for a time span of 2.5390

s.391

Fig. 10 displays the evolution of the fluid-structure domain in time as392

well as the pressure distribution.393

Fig. 11 displays time evolution of displacements at different location of394

the container: the middle of the bottom wall and the left and right upper395

corners of the vertical walls. Fig. 11(a) shows the vertical displacement his-396

tories at the middle of the bottom structure obtained using small time step397

size (Dt = 0.001 s). The results of the standard (no streamline prediction)398

and the proposed (with streamline prediction) Lagrangian methods are com-399
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Figure 9: The model of water sloshing in a elastic container

(a) t=0.1 s (b) t=0.2 s (c) t=0.3 s

(d) t=1.0 s (e) t=1.5 s (f) t=2.0 s

Figure 10: Snapshots of water sloshing in the elastic tank. Time step used: Dt=0.04 s

pared. One can see that the results are identical. Taking into account that400

for the considered problem the maximum velocity observed is of the order401

of 2 m/s, Dt = 0.001 s corresponds to Courant number C ≈ 0.06, which402

is sufficiently small to ensure that the standard methodology works. The403

solution obtained using Dt = 0.001 s will be considered a reference solution.404
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Fig. 11(b) shows comparison of the vertical displacement evolution ob-405

tained using much larger time steps: Dt = 0.02 s (C ≈ 1.2) and Dt = 0.04 s406

(C ≈ 2.4), where standard methodology fails. One can see that a very good407

agreement with the reference solution is observed. For larger time steps408

convergence could not be obtained. Fig. 11(c) and Fig. 11(d) present dis-409

placement histories of the upper left and upper right corners of the vertical410

columns, respectively. The results obtained using different time steps are411

displayed.412

(a) Displacement evolution of the bottom wall:
comparison with the standard formulation

(b) Displacement evolution of the bottom wall
for different time step sizes

(c) Displacement evolution of the left upper
corner for different time step sizes

(d) Displacement evolution of the right upper
corner for different time step sizes

Figure 11: The deflection of various container parts: vertical deflection of the mid-bottom,
and horizontal deflections of the upper left and upper right corners.
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Data Present method Standard method
dt C N-l it.tot N-l it./time step N-l it.tot N-l it./time step

0.001 0.085 2560 2 2562 2
0.01 0.85 801 3.2 1175 3.3
0.02 1.7 728 6 - -
0.04 3.4 1490 24 - -
0.1 - - - - -

Table 4: Example 3.2. Convergence characteristics of displacement-based formulations
with and without X-IVS prediction for different time step sizes

The number of non-linear iterations necessary for obtaining convergence413

for different time step sizes is summarized in Table 4. We also provide the414

data obtained by using the standard method (the one without streamline in-415

tegration prediction). One can see that for small time steps both the method416

proposed here and the standard one show similar convergence features. We417

note that the first column of the table provides the maximum time418

step size. In case of the present method with X-IVS prediction,419

the maximum step size is equal to the actual time step. In case of420

standard technique, the time step was estimated using the criterion421

based on the determinant of the elemental Jacobian. Whenever for422

a given element the element degradation or inversion was expected423

the actual time step was reduced. While for Dt = 0.001 s standard424

method did not require to reduce the actual time step, for Dt = 0.01425

s it was the case on multiple occasions. This led to an overall of426

356 time steps instead of 250 for simulating the time span of 2.5 s.427

For large time step size the standard method diverged once element in-428

version took place. The proposed method provides convergent results up to429

Dt=0.04 s, however for such time step the number of iterations per time step430

becomes excessive. Best results in terms of convergence speed are exhibited431

for 0.01 s ≤ dt ≤0.02 s432

In order to assess the gain due to using X-IVS prediction, computational433

time corresponding to different solution steps is shown next. Table 5 summa-434

rizes the data obtained when solving Example 3.2 using a mesh containing435

ca. 5000 nodes. The data provides average cost per time step. Once can see436

that when using small time step (Dt=0.001) that ensures convergence in a437

single iteration, the relative cost of X-IVS step is around 14.5 %. For the438

time step size identified as optimal, the relative cost of the prediction step439
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Dt System solve Re-mesh. X-IVS pred. Total X-IVS rel. cost
0.001 s 0.16 s 0.07 s 0.04 s 0.27 s 14.5 %
0.01 s 0.45 s 0.07 s 0.04 s 0.56 s 7.14 %

Table 5: Example 3.2. Time consumption of different solution steps. Mesh1: 5600 nodes,
10000 elements.

Dt System solve Re-mesh. X-IVS pred. Total X-IVS rel. cost
0.001 s 0.6 s 0.26 s 0.14 s 1 s 14 %
0.01 s 2.7 s 0.26 s 0.14 s 3.1 s 4.5 %

Table 6: Example 3.2. Time consumption of different solution steps. Mesh2: 17000 nodes,
33000 elements.

decreases to less than 10 %. Overall, X-IVS prediction cost is approximately440

twice smaller than the cost of re-meshing. Table 6 corresponds to a solution441

obtained on a finer mesh (ca 17000 nodes). This simulation confirms previous442

observations.443

3.3. Shallow oil sloshing in a rigid container with a vertical elastic beam444

This test case was analyzed both experimentally and numerically in [35]445

and further studied in [14]. The benchmark models the rotational motion of446

a rectangular container filled with liquid. A vertical elastic beam is clamped447

at the bottom of the container. The geometry of the model is shown in Fig.448

12(a). The tank has a length L = 0.609 m and a height H = 0.3445 m. The449

container moves around a fixed point located in the mid-point of the bottom450

wall (x = 0.3045 m, y = 0 m). The motion with an amplitude of φ = 4 ◦ and451

a period T = 1.21 s is prescribed to the container walls. The beam is made of452

polyurethane resin with the following properties: density is ρs = 1100 kg/m3453

and Young modulus E = 6 MPa. The beam thickness is b = 0.004 m.454

The tank is filled with sunflower oil, with the density of ρf = 917 kg/m3
455

and the kinematic viscosity of µ = 5e−5 m2/s. The bulk modulus of the456

fluid is set κ = 107 Pa. The original free surface level of the liquid coincided457

with the beam height (h = 0.1148 m). Note that in the experiment, when458

the motor is started there is a transition from the rest state to the harmonic459

motion due to inertia. To account for this a delay of 0.25 s in the onset460

of the tank motion was introduced in the numerical simulation. Uniform461

unstructured mesh with size of 0.003 m was used. In [35] maximum time462

step size was set to 0.0025 s, which corresponds to Courant number C ≈ 1463
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for the given mesh size, taking into account that the maximum fluid velocity464

observed is of order of 1 m/s.465

Here the example is solved with and without the X-IVS prediction, the466

latter corresponding the standard technique similar to the one employed in467

[35] and [14] .468

(a) Scheme of the test
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(b) Horizontal displacement of the beam’s
tip

Figure 12: The model of oil sloshing in the container with a vertical elastic beam

(a) t=0.5 s (b) t=1.0 s (c) t=1.5 s

(d) t=2.0 s (e) t=2.5 s (f) t=3.0 s

Figure 13: Snapshots of water sloshing in a rigid tank with an elastic beam. Time step
used: dt=0.01 s (C=4)

Fig. 13 shows the snapshots of the simulation at 6 time instances. Fig.469

14 shows the velocity streamlines at t = 1.5 s. One can see that the particle470
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Figure 14: Streamlines at t = 1.5 s.

position prediction based upon the integration along the streamlines is par-471

ticularly advantageous in the vicinity of the corners and next to the structure.472

There, simple predictions, such as the ones based on previous-step solution473

vn∆t would lead to erroneous results moving the particles across the solid474

for large time steps.475

Fig. 12(b) displays the evolution of the horizontal displacement dx of the476

beam’s upper left corner. The results obtained with the present method are477

compared with the experimental data and the numerical simulation reported478

in [35], [36]. One can see a good agreement with the experimental data and479

an almost exact match with the numerical results.480

Next the time step size necessary for obtaining convergent results when481

using the standard technique (no X-IVS prediction) is recorded. In this482

simulation, when using no X-IVS prediction, a variable time step based on483

critical time step estimation was used. Fig. 15 shows the actual time step484

sizes used in the simulation without X-IVS prediction when maximum time485

step size was set to Dtmax = 0.0025 s. In order to ensure that no element486

becomes inverted, the actual time step size had to be reduced (the average487

actual time step was Dt ≈ 0.0015). In case of using X-IVS prediction the488

constant time step was maintained.489

Conclusions and outlook. In this paper a Lagrangian displacement-based490

fluid model has been proposed. The main novelty of the model consisted491

in combining the explicit integration for the motion of the nodes along the492

streamlines with a fully implicit correction by solving the Navier-Stokes493

equations for displacement. The streamline prediction for the nodal mo-494

tion allowed to alleviate the severe time step size restrictions encountered495
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Figure 15: Actual time step used in the simulation without X-IVS prediction. Maximum
time step size: 0.0025 s

when using former approaches that did not include the X-IVS predic-496

tion. On the other hand, using a displacement-based formulation instead of497

a velocity-based one has ensured that the mesh position at the end of each498

time step respects the governing equations.499

Moreover, it was shown that thanks to choosing displacement as500

the primary kinematic variable in the fluid domain the proposed fluid501

formulation could been naturally coupled to displacement-based elastic solid502

formulations leading to a monolithic FSI scheme. The FSI scheme has proven503

to be efficient, leading to convergent solutions even when time steps larger504

than those permissible in the formulations that do not include X-505

IVS prediction have been used. It was discovered, however, that time steps506

may not be arbitrary large. In the considered examples for very large time507

steps the number of non-linear iterations per time step necessary to obtain508

convergence became prohibitively large. Nevertheless, the time steps that509

led to minimum overall number of iterations/per simulation in the problems510

considered were much larger than those of the previously proposed tightly511

coupled FSI approaches. It has been also shown that the proposed scheme512

allows employing fixed time step size, rather than adjusting it as it was done513

on the previous formulations even when the Courant number of the flow is514
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larger than 1.515

The computational cost associated with the X-IVS prediction resulted to516

be small compared to that of the other solution steps (system solve and the517

re-meshing).518

In the future, one must investigate a) how an optimal time step519

may be estimated apriori for a given case b) possibility of applying520

the proposed method to the problems involving non-elastic solids521

c) possible modifications of the method so as to account for truly522

incompressible behavior.523
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